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Introduction
Using Time to Move:

• Time to Move needs plenty of space. The hall or a cleared and swept classroom or similar large space
is ideal.

• Use the best equipment that the school has to offer for playback.
• Make sure the children dance in gym shoes or bare feet. Bare feet give a good sense of contact with

the floor, if your floor is safe. The children should be in PE kit to allow easy movement and to ensure
that they do not become too hot.

• Encourage the children to listen carefully right from the start – not just to the presenter but also to the
music.

Teaching points:

Some tips to help you get the best out of these programmes...
• Always encourage careful listening
• Reinforce the importance of safety – eg awareness of others to avoid collisions, spacing, sensible land-

ings (with the whole foot, fl exing as it comes down and knees bending).
• Help pupils to observe each other’s movement in a positive light and to learn from their observations.
• Give the children a sense of your own enthusiasm.

The titles used in this pdf 
have been hyperlinked so 

that you can navigate to the 
online page for each 

programme and to the 
audio downloads for each 

programme 
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Downloading these 
resources

These programmes can be downloaded 
as mp3 files following transmission. Go 
to this page of the BBC website:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/
b03g64pl/episodes/downloads

If you subscribe to the podcast your 
computer will automatically search for 
any new content, meaning you should 
never miss a programme. Alternatively 
refer to the transmission dates above 
to see when each programme becomes 
available.

The audio can also be downloaded 
from the individual programmes pages 
on the School Radio website. The titles 
for each programme in these Notes 
are hyperlinked to the relevant online 
pages.

You can also subscribe to the podcast 
using other leading software, includ-
ing iTunes. Enter ‘Time to Move’ in the 
search field to access the full range of 
Time to Move downloads.  .
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Dance and the National Curriculum:

Dance is acknowledged as a vital ingredient of a child’s Physical Education in the National Curriculum for both Key Stage 1 and 2, 
where pupils are required to perform dances using a variety of movements. The approach of Time to Move frequently allows dance to 
be combined with other subjects, enabling a rich expressive arts experience. 

Using these Teacher’s Notes:

These Teacher’s Notes include a detailed content grid for each programme intended to help you navigate the programmes and get the 
most out of them. The content grids include the following information:
• Content. This is the description of the movement sequence.
• Guidance. This is intended to offer advice on how to get the class to get the best out of the content.
• Evaluation. This is usually a series of questions indicating what to look for to assess the level of the children’s contribution.

We advise that you listen through to each programme before using it with your group. When you do this make a note of when each 
movement sequence starts - you may wish to jot a timing down beside each entry in the grid.  Also make a careful note of any places 
in the programme when Pete, the presenter, instructs you to pause the playback so that the children can work in their groups inde-
pendent of the programme. Be careful to press ‘pause’ rather than ‘stop’ so that the programme will continue from the correct place 
when you resume playback (pressing ‘stop’ may return the programme to the beginning, depending on what device you are using).

Downloading the programmes as podcasts:

These programmes are available as ‘podcasts’ from the BBC website following transmission. This means that individual programmes 
from the series can be downloaded as an mp3 file to your computer as they become available. You can also subscribe to the series, 
meaning that your computer will automatically search for new programmes and ensure that you do not miss a single episode.

To either download or subscribe to Time to Move as a podcast go to this page and follow the instructions on ‘How to subscribe’ and 
‘How to download’ (copy and paste the link into your browser): 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03g64pl/episodes/downloads

You can also subscribe using leading podcast software, including itunes. One advantage of subscribing using itunes (or similar) is that 
you can save the audio direct to your mp3 player program, without having to import the file. However, the mp3 files will also play direct 
from your computer, using whichever media player you have selected.

Feedback:

Feedback is vital to the series and is always welcome. Please visit the ‘Contact us’ page of the School Radio website at:
www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/contactusform

Or you can write to us at: 
Time to Move
BBC School Radio
3rd Floor Bridge House 
MediaCityUK
M50 2BH

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03g64pl/episodes/downloads
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03g64pl/episodes/downloads
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03g64pl/episodes/downloads
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/contactusform
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Programme

1
Roots and shoots

Movement focus:

Body: Bending, travelling, 
growing

Action: Stretching, balancing, twist-
ing

Space: Random pathways, 
levels, proximity (around) partner

Dynamics: Steady, sustained, 
controlled

Relationships: Unison, alternating

Click on the download icon to go 
to the programme page, where the 

mp3 file can be downloaded

Unit 1 - Spring plants
1: Roots and shoots 
This unit of two programmes covers planting seeds and their needs for growth, followed by the need for bees and 
the dispersal of seeds. 

Programme summary:

Programme 1 starts with preparing the ground and planting seeds; this is followed with the need for water and the 
warmth from the sun to promote growth. This is then developed into the shoots growing upwards creating leaves 
and buds, as the roots spread down into the soil where they draw in the water and nutrients. This is followed by 
the children finding different ways to represent the rain falling and the sun shining. This is developed into a paired 
activity where one child is the seed growing and the other represents the weather (with an odd numbered group 
this will still work well having two children as seeds and one representing the weather, or the other way around).

Warm up
Digging a hole and planting a seed, then travelling to a different location and repeating followed by watering each 
plant.

Individual
Growing upwards and spreading outwards. Raindrop actions with different body parts, sun’s rays stretching out-
wards.

Pairs
One person is the seed, the other is the weather.

© BBC Learning 2018
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Content Guidance Evaluation
Warm up. Digging actions followed by 
dropping a seed into the hole, then re-filling 
before skipping to a new location and re-
peating.

Ensure all the children are well spread to start and travel around 
avoiding each other and any furniture around the edge of the 
room.

Do they children put effort into the digging action?
Do they mime dropping the seed clearly?
Are they aware of others when skipping? Can they anticipate 
the pathway of others and take avoiding action?

Tipping a watering can to pour water onto 
the seed. This involves tilting the torso and 
using the fingers to suggest water sprinkling.

Mirror any child that finds the tilting action difficult.
The wiggling action can be performed with either hand or both 
hands.

Can the children tilt and wiggle their fingers at the same time 
(co-ordination)?
Can the children maintain their balance in the tilted position?

Arms growing in opposite directions (up 
and down). To represent the stem and the 
roots of a plant.

Encourage variety of response, eg twisting, bending or rippling.
Describe to the children what you see them doing eg ‘Helen’s 
arms are twisting and turning as they stretch’

Can they co-ordinate both arms moving at the same time?
Can the children find different ways of extending their arms?
Do the children sustain the directions?

Remaining on the spot, stretching in 
different directions. To suggest the roots 
spreading through the soil.

Encourage the children to use different levels and different body 
parts to lead the action (not just arms).
Encourage them to extend the actions fully.

Do the children extend fully?
Are they able to control the action and the final shapes?
Do the children incorporate other actions such as balancing, 
turning and expanding?

Growing. From a small, crouched 
position (seed) into a tall thin shape (flower).

Ensure all the children are in a crouched position to start. Guide 
them to grow steadily and consider how they might represent 
leaves and a bud.

Can the children retain their balance in the mid-level positions?
Do they find ways to suggest the leaves and bud?

Raindrop/watering actions. Using different 
body parts.

Encourage the children to make the actions as large as 
possible.
Gather ideas from the children of other possible ways of repre-
senting the water falling.

Can the children co-ordinate different body parts moving in a 
rapid alternating pattern?
Can the children move between different body parts easily and 
accurately?

Spreading and stretching actions. To 
represent the warmth of the sun.

Feedback to the children on how they are using their bodies to 
stretch.

Are they moving with a smooth quality?
Do the children incorporate other actions such as curving, rolling 
or pressing? 

Partner work. One child represents the 
seed growing and the other 
represents the weather.

Ensure that each child is clear which role they are performing.
Guide the ‘seed’ to grow (as previously) and the ‘weather’ 
to travel around them performing their raindrop actions and 
spreading sunshine.

Can the children sustain their role?
Do they appear to be working as a pair and responding to each 
other?
Do the children respond appropriately to the musical cues?

Cool down. Children relax and take deep 
breaths. 

Encourage the children to listen to the music and relax Can the children lie still in a space of their own? 

© BBC Learning 2018
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Programme

2
Bees and seeds

Sycamore seeds

Dandelion seeds

Geranium seeds

Click on the download icon to go 
to the programme page, where the 

mp3 file can be downloaded

2: Bees and seeds 
Programme summary: 

The second lesson covers the importance of bees and their role in pollination as they fly from flower to flower. 
This is followed by the different shapes and sizes of seeds and how they are dispersed.

Warm up
Hands exploring air patterns around the body. Travelling around the room; those standing hold different shapes to 
represent different plants.

Individual
Different seed sizes and shapes, followed by seed dispersal.

Pairs
Half the group are still whilst the other half travel around them.

Movement focus:

Body: Travelling, balancing

Action: Contrasting body shapes, 
spinning

Space: Random air patterns, sizes 
and levels

Dynamics: Lightness (dandelion 
seeds), exploding (geranium seeds)

Relationships: Alternating roles

© BBC Learning 2018
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Content Guidance Evaluation
Warm up. Using the hand(s) to lead curving 
actions around the body.

Remind children that they can use the space above and behind 
them as well.

Does the hand appear to lead the action?
Does the hand travel in a random pathway?
Does the hand pause for moments?
Can the children use two hands moving in different pathways?

Half the group hold a shape while the 
other half travel around them in a random 
pathway. Visiting different flowers as they 
go.

Ensure that the children holding a shape have space around 
them for the others to travel freely. Encourage the travelling 
group to use a variety of travelling actions, feedback to them eg 
Josh is galloping, Pina is tiptoeing backwards...

Do the children manage to control and hold their shapes whilst 
the others are travelling?
Do their shapes represent a plant in some way?
Do the travelling group move around the room with care?
Do the travelling group follow random pathways?

Making the shapes of different seeds. Observe which children respond directly to the instruction. Do they respond quickly and appropriately to the shape descrip-
tion?

Gliding around the room like dandelion 
seeds. Occasionally settling and then mov-
ing on again. The development includes 
balances prior to the change of direction.

Encourage the children to use their arms softly as they travel 
and to allow the torso to tilt and twist.

Do the children move with a sense of lightness and freedom?
Do they control their actions as they gradually come to rest and 
show impetus as the breeze initiates movement again?

Gentle spinning. On the spot (with arms 
outstretched) descending to the floor.

Ensure that all children have sufficient space to spin without col-
liding with another person or objects around the room.
Encourage the children to spin gently; alternatively they could 
make their arms spin (as in the rhyme, ‘Wind the Bobbin Up’).

Can the children remain on the spot when spinning?
Can the children spin without falling over?
Can the children control their speed?
Can the children descend smoothly?

Exploring different ways of spiralling to 
the floor.

Continually check the children have sufficient space.
Feedback how you see some of the children interpreting the 
sycamore action, eg Kaldip is using his feet.

Do the children follow the instructions accurately?
Do the children find original ways of interpreting the action?

Gliding and sliding. Combination of gliding 
(dandelion seeds) and spiralling (sycamore 
seeds).

Take this opportunity to observe the children. Can the children move seamlessly between the two actions?
Do they sustain the quality of lightness?

Exploding actions. Starting with just the 
hands and building to use the whole body.
Followed by a period of improvisation.

Encourage the children to change their dynamics into strong 
and sudden.

Do the children alter the speed and strength of their actions?

Seed combination. Of sycamore seeds 
(spinning), dandelion seeds (gliding) and 
geranium seeds (exploding).

Remind the children of the different dynamics for each action. Can the children move easily between the actions?
Can the children alter the dynamics effectively?

Cool down. Stretch and take deep breaths. Encourage the children to relax and unwind. Can the children breathe in and out gently and relax their bodies 
as they listen to the music?

© BBC Learning 2018
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Programme

3
The Fire begins in 

Pudding Lane

Click on the download icon to go 
to the programme page, where the 

mp3 file can be downloaded

Unit 2 - The Great Fire of 
London
3: The Fire begins in Pudding Lane 
Programme summary:

Warm up
Walk! Skip! Jog! Exploring medieval London’s maze-like streets and alleyways.  

Sequence 1:  The busy bakery 
Performing hot, busy baking actions: stirring the ingredients together; punching downwards to knead and pound 
the bread dough; carrying the heavy tray of bread, pies and cakes to the clay oven to bake.

Sequence 2:  The fire begins 
Curled up small, the music cues small flickering flame movements of fingers and hands. As the music builds, the 
children gradually stand up and their flickering flame movements get bigger and stronger. They stretch their flick-
ering flame fingers high, low and all around as they walk, skip and then jog through the spaces.

Sequence 3: Water-pump fire engine 
In fire-fighting teams of two, partners stand opposite one another to perform rhythmic ‘see-saw’ water-pumping 
action - so as one person pushes one end of the pump handle down, their partner lifts the other end up. Per-
formed slowly at first, then faster, and finally slowly again. Performed to the traditional nursery rhyme: 

London’s burning! London’s burning!
Call the engines! Call the engines!
Fire, fire! Fire, fire!
Pour on water! Pour on water!

Cool down
Quick, small steps, twisting and turning to escape along the narrow lanes and alleyways of medieval London. 
Then, walk to a space with slow, tired steps. Sit down on the floor, close eyes, breathe deeply and relax.  

Movement focus:

Body: Hands, bending, travelling, 
growing

Action: Stirring, kneading 

Space: Straight pathways, 
levels, proximity (around) partner

Dynamics: Steady, sustained, 
controlled

Relationships: Working alone and 
in pairs

© BBC Learning 2018
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Content Guidance Evaluation
Warm up: Walk! Skip! Jog!
Exploring medieval London’s maze-like 
streets and alleyways.  

Hold your head high and let arms swing loosely by your sides.
Lift knees high when skipping.
Turn sharply to change direction whenever you choose.

Movements should feel relaxed, happy and energetic.
Do they use the space well (without bunching or bumping)?

Sequence 1: The busy bakery 
Performing hot, busy baking actions: stirring 
the ingredients together; punching down-
wards to knead and pound the bread-dough;  
carrying the heavy tray of bread, pies and 
cakes to the clay oven to bake.

Combine the stirring, punching and carrying 
actions to create a sequence.

Stand straight and use both hands to hold an imaginary wooden 
spoon out in front of you.
Strong, slow, continuous stirring action.
Rhythmic ‘bread-kneading’ punching action in time with the 
music.
Use both hands to lift and carry heavy tray through the spaces.
Vary the size, level and direction of the baking actions.

Is there a clear contrast between the continuous stirring and 
rhythmic punching actions?
Do they use the space well for the ‘carrying’ section?
When confident, can they vary the size, level and direction of 
the movements?
Can they add appropriate ideas of their own (eg lifting heavy 
bags of flour, chopping firewood for the oven etc)?

Sequence 2: The fire begins 
Curled up small, the music cues flickering 
flame movements of fingers and hands.  
As the music builds, these movements get 
bigger and stronger. The children stand and 
follow their flickering flame fingers high, low 
and all around - walking, skipping and then 
jogging through the spaces.

Wriggle and flicker your fingers and hands high, low and all 
around.
Keep a strong focus on your flickering fingers as you follow 
them through the spaces.
The movements get bigger and stronger as the energy level 
increases from walk to skip to jog.

Is there a clear progression as the sequence develops from 
walking to skipping to jogging?
Can they maintain this strong focus throughout the sequence?
Do they use the space well; using different levels (stretching 
high and low) and pathways?

Sequence 3: Water-pump fire engine 
In fire-fighting teams of two, partners stand 
opposite one another to perform rhythmic 
‘see-saw’ water-pumping action - so as one 
person pushes one end of the pump handle 
down, their partner lifts the other end up.  
Performed slowly at first, then faster, and 
finally slowly again.

Partners should make sure there’s enough space between them 
to perform this synchronised pumping action without touching.
Partners should agree who’s going to push first and who’s going 
to pull.
Tense your muscles and show plenty of effort as you push and 
pull the imaginary pump handle.
Bend your knees as you push the handle down, and stretch tall 
as you pull the handle up.

Do partners co-operate and work well together?
Can they sing along with the nursery rhyme as they perform the 
pumping actions?
Can they match the speed of their actions to the speed of the 
music?

Cool down
Quick, small, worried steps, twisting and 
turning to escape along the narrow lanes 
and alleyways of medieval London. Then, 
walk to a space with slow, tired steps. Sit 
down on the floor, close eyes, breathe 
deeply and relax.  

Turn sharply to change direction whenever you choose.
Focus on slow, controlled breathing - gently in through your 
nose and out through your mouth (pucker lips as if blowing a 
candle out).

Do the children use the space well?
Do they feel calm, relaxed and ready to return to the classroom?

9
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Programme

4
The Great Fire  

spreads

Programme summary:

Warm up
Repeat from previous programme. Then, follow the music to walk, skip or jog along the maze-like streets and 
alleyways. 

Sequence 1: A strong wind blows
Hold your arms out to the sides and carefully twirl round and round on the spot. Travel freely through the spaces 
with quick, light steps - twisting and twirling, bending and stretching your knees as you go. 

Sequence 2: The Fire spreads
On the spot, repeat the flickering-flame finger and hand movements from the previous programme - reaching 
high, low and all around. When you hear the wind blow, leap energetically to join someone nearby and make a 
bigger flickering fire together. When you hear the wind blow again, stay close to your partner and leap to join 
another pair nearby to make an even bigger fire. Repeat the sequence until you’ve created one enormous class 
fire in the middle of the room.

Sequence 3: London’s Burning! (Again, performed to the nursery rhyme)
Half the class remain in the middle of the room, performing the flickering-flame fire movements while the other 
half get into pairs around the edge of the fire to perform their ‘see-saw’ waterpump fire engine actions from the 
previous programme. Swap groups and repeat. 

Cool down
Walk slowly away to a space of your own. Focus on stretching and tensing, and then relaxing different muscle 
groups. 

Click on the download icon to go 
to the programme page, where the 

mp3 file can be downloaded

The Great Fire spreads

A C17th ‘fire engine’ showing the see-saw 
action of the pump

Movement focus:

Body: Hands and arms, bending, 
travelling, reaching

Action: Flickering fingers and 
hands,  

Space: Straight pathways, 
contrasting levels, using all the 
space available

Dynamics: Steady, sustained, 
controlled

Relationships: Working alone, 
in pairs and in groups. Working in 
unison.

© BBC Learning 2018
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Content Guidance Evaluation
Warm-up
Repeat from previous programme. Then, 
follow the music to walk, skip or jog along 
the maze-like streets and alleyways. 

Remember, the sequence should feel relaxed, happy and 
increasingly energetic.
Listen carefully and the music will tell you to walk or skip or jog.

Do they remember the sequence and perform with increased 
confidence?
Do they use the space well (without bunching or bumping)?

Sequence 1: A strong wind blows
Hold your arms out to the sides and twirl 
round and round on the spot. 
Travel freely through the spaces with quick, 
light steps - twisting and twirling, bending 
and stretching your knees as you go.

Twirl in a careful, controlled way.
Stop and twirl in the opposite direction if you feel dizzy.
The quality of the movements should convey the strength but 
also the lightness of the wind.
Be careful not to hit anyone with your outstretched arms as you 
twirl around or through the spaces.

Can the children control the sequence?
Is there a clear contrast between the strength and lightness of 
the movements?
Do they take responsibility for their own safety and the safety of 
others?
Do they keep looking where they’re going and use the space?

Sequence 2: The Fire spreads
On the spot, repeat the flickering-flame fin-
ger and hand movements from the previous 
programme. When you hear the wind blow, 
leap energetically to join someone nearby 
and make a bigger flickering fire together.  
When you hear the wind blow again, stay 
close to your partner and leap to join another 
pair nearby to make an even bigger fire.  
Repeat the sequence until you’ve created 
one enormous class fire in the middle of the 
room.

Bend and stretch your legs as you follow your flickering flame 
fingers high, low and all around.
Let your arms swing loosely by your sides and bend your knee 
to land safely from each long, springy leap.
Work closely with your partner as you perform bigger flickering 
flame movements together.
Aim to make your leaps light and silent (think ‘up’).
The quality of the movement needs to reflect the increasing 
strength of the spreading fire. 
Make the class fire look really impressive by contrasting your 
flame movements with the people nearby;  bending and stretch-
ing in different directions and on different levels.

Do the children work co-operatively with their partners?
Are they able to show the increasing strength of the fire?
Are they able to contrast their movements with those of others 
nearby?

Sequence 3: London’s Burning! (Again, 
performed to the nursery rhyme)
Half the class remain in the middle of the 
room, performing the flickering-flame fire 
movements while the other half get into pairs 
around the edge of the fire to perform their 
‘see-saw’ water-pumping actions from the 
previous programme. 
Repeat the sequence at double speed!
Swap groups and repeat. 

Join in with the nursery rhyme while performing the sequence.
Both groups develop an action-reaction sequence using move-
ments already practised.
Fire-fighters need to bend knees as they push pump handle 
down, and stretch tall when pulling it up.
When the music and water-pumping actions gets faster, the fire 
movements should get bigger and stronger.

Can the two performance groups synchronise their movements 
effectively and perform with confidence?
Does the speed and quality of their movements reflect that of 
the music?
Can they swap groups quickly?

Cool down
Jog away with quick, worried steps - twist-
ing and turning. Walk slowly to a space and 
carefully lie down on the floor. Stretch out. 
Slowly lift alternate legs – using your hands 
to gently pull them in towards your chest. 
Stretch out long and tall again on the floor...
and relax.

Turn sharply to change direction whenever you choose.
IMPORTANT: Only stretch as far as feels comfortable.
Keep your movements slow and controlled. 

Do they use the space well and perform this now familiar 
sequence with confidence?
Do they perform the stretches slowly, carefully and safely?

© BBC Learning 2018
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Programme

5
Put the Fire out!

• partners alternate a rhythmic chopping action of the houses’ wooden timbers with imaginary axes;  slowly at
first, and then double time

• partners lift imaginary long handled iron hooks to pull down the thatch roof together, at the same time.

Sequence 3: The Fire goes out
Reverse ‘The Fire spreads’ sequence from the previous programme to show the fire getting smaller until finally 
it goes out. The children cluster together in the middle of the room to form a big, class fire - energetically reach-
ing their flickering flame fingers high, low and all around. As the wind dies down, the class divides into the same 
groups of four and then two as last time; leaping to a new space to perform less energetic flickering flame move-
ments. Eventually, the fire goes out and everyone sinks slowly down to the floor where they remain completely 
still.

Cool down
Lie down on the floor and have a nice, big stretch! Take a few deep, gentle breaths, close your eyes and relax as 
you listen to a few final thoughts about The Great Fire of London.

Click on the download icon to go 
to the programme page, where the 

mp3 file can be downloaded

Put the Fire out! 
Programme summary:

Warm up
Repeat from previous programmes - following the music cues to walk, skip or jog along the maze-like streets and 
alleyways of medieval London.

Sequence 1: Get away!
Lift your heavy bundle of precious possessions up onto your back. Lean the top half of your body forward as you 
carry your bundle along the maze-like London streets. Follow your own zig-zagging pathway to escape.  

Sequence 2: Firebreaks! (Created by demolishing the houses around the edge of the fire to stop it spreading.) In 
demolition teams of two:

Movement focus:

Body: Hands and arms, bending, 
travelling, reaching

Action: Flickering fingers and 
hands,  

Space: Straight pathways, 
contrasting levels, using all the 
space available

Dynamics: Steady, sustained, 
controlled

Relationships: Working alone, 
in pairs and in groups. Working in 
unison.

© BBC Learning 2018
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Content Guidance Evaluation
Warm-up
Repeat from previous programmes - 
following the music cues to walk, skip or jog 
along the maze-like streets and alleyways of 
medieval London.

Turn sharply to change direction whenever you choose.
Concentrate on and follow a clear pathway.
Keep the sequence feeling relaxed and happy.

Do they perform this now familiar sequence with confidence? 
Do they use the space well (without bunching or bumping)?
Do they maintain a light, relaxed feel?

Sequence 1: Get away!
Lift your heavy bundle of precious posses-
sions up onto your back. Lean the top half of 
your body forward as you carry it along the 
maze-like London streets.

Tense your muscles and use appropriate facial expressions to 
show how heavy it is.
Focus on and follow your own zig-zagging pathway.

Did the quality of their movement convey a sense of weight and 
effort?
Did they follow a clear pathway and use the space well?

Sequence 2: Firebreaks! 
In demolition teams of 2:  
a. Partners alternate a rhythmic chopping
action of the houses’ wooden timbers with
imaginary axes;  slowly at first, and then
double time.
b. Partners lift imaginary long handled iron
hooks to pull down the thatch roof together,
at the same time.

Hold imaginary axe out in front of you.
Lift the axe high above your head and swing it down with all your 
strength.
Listen and follow the rhythm and speed of the music.
Focus on moving at the same time as your partner; lifting and 
then pulling down together. 

Did partners perfect the timing of this sequence?
Did they convey a sense of strength and effort?

Was there a clear contrast between the rhythmic, alternating 
chopping actions and the continuous, shared pulling actions?

Sequence 3: The Fire goes out
Reverse ‘The Fire spreads’ sequence from 
the previous programme to show the fire 
getting smaller until finally it goes out.  
The children cluster together in the middle of 
the room to form a big, class fire - energeti-
cally reaching their flickering flame fingers 
high, low and all around.  
As the wind dies down, the class divides into 
the same groups of four and then two as last 
time; leaping to a new space to perform less 
energetic flickering flame movements.  
Eventually, the fire goes out and everyone 
sinks slowly down to the floor and remains 
completely still.

Join your group of 4 and stay close to them as you move to the 
middle of the room to form the class fire.
Contrast your flickering flame movements with the people near-
by;  bending, stretching and reaching out in different directions.
Concentrate and take care not to bump or touch anyone nearby.
Stay close to your group of 4 as you leap carefully away to a 
new space together.
Bend your knee to land safely from each leap.
Stay close to your partner as you leap carefully away to a new 
space together.

The sinking movement should be slow, smooth and controlled.

Did everyone work together to create a varied and visually inter-
esting class fire?
Did the quality of their movements convey the fire’s power and 
energy?
Did groups of 4 / pairs leap away safely to a new space without 
bumping or blocking others?
Did they control the slow, sinking movement and then keep re-
ally still?

Cool down
Lie down on the floor and have a nice, big 
stretch!  Take a few deep, gentle breaths, 
close your eyes and relax as you listen to a 
few final thoughts about The Great Fire of 
London.

Really stretch every bit of your body from your toes to the tips of 
your fingers.
Focus on your breathing to help you relax.

Everyone should feel calm and relaxed.
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Programme

6
Rats everywhere!

Rats and cats
Divide the class into two groups.  Half are the rats and half are the cats. 
Take it in turns to move around the space.  

Cool down
Lie down and stretch, then curl up small. Imagine you are a rat, curled 
up fast asleep in a gentleman’s best Sunday hat!

Click on the download icon to go 
to the programme page, where the 

mp3 file can be downloaded

Movement focus:

Body: Moving with control around 
the space, arms, legs, head, shoul-
ders, hands and feet.  

Action: Leaping, turning, scurrying, 
creeping, stretching up high and 
down low, bending and straighten-
ing knees, stepping in time 

Dynamics: Quick, light footsteps, 
sudden changes of direction

Space: Making a curvy pathway, 
using high and low levels

Relationships: Working with a 
partner, alone and in a big group

Unit 3 - The Pied Piper of 
Hamelin
6. Rats everywhere! 
Programme summary:

Warm up
Travel around the space to show the River Weser flowing along past Hamelin. Choose your own way of moving, 
responding to the music. 

Work at the market
Move around the space, pushing, pulling, or carrying, as though you are working hard at the market. Stop and 
hold a pointing pose, when you see a rat. 

Scurry around as a rat
Travel around the space quickly, as though you are a rat, exploring the market place. 

Scurry around with your partner
Travel around the space with your partner, as though you are both rats 
exploring the market.   

Cats search for rats
Prowl around the space, as though you are a cat searching for rats. Leap away, when a rat startles you. 
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Content Guidance Evaluation
Warm up 
Travel around the space, to show the River 
Weser, flowing along past Hamelin. Choose 
your own way of travelling, responding to the 
music. 

Encourage the children to move with light footsteps. They can 
add turns and changes or direction, reaching up high and dip-
ping down low. They could show the river in different ways - eg 
by being a fish swimming in the water, or a branch or leaf being 
carried along in the current. 

Can the children respond imaginatively to the music and convey 
the impression of the fast-flowing river? 
Are they able to make their own pathway, working independent-
ly, as they move through the space?

Work at the market
Move around the space, pushing, pulling, or 
carrying, as though you are working hard at 
the market. Stop and hold a pointing pose, 
when you see a rat. 

Help the children to really think about what they are doing and 
how they are moving - leaning forward to push a barrow, pulling 
hard on a handcart, or hunched over to carry a heavy sack of 
wheat. 

Can they work independently and use their imagination to show 
what is happening in the market?  
Are they able to clearly show their different pushing and pulling 
movements? 

Scurry around as a rat
Travel around the space, quickly, as though 
you are a rat, exploring the market place. 

The children should sniff the air, flutter their fingers as their whis-
kers, tuck in their elbows and curl up their fingers as their little 
rat claws. They need to move with quick, light footsteps. 

Are they able to move independently around the space, making 
their own pathway?
Can they clearly convey the character of the rat? 

Scurry around with your partner
Travel around the space with your partner, 
as though you are both rats exploring the 
market.

The children need to scurry with light footsteps, making sure that 
one person follows the other. They should to leap up at the same 
time as each other, when they reach the food. 

Can the children respond to the different instructions, so that 
they first scurry, then creep, then leap up high?
Are they able to move with their partner, working cooperatively 
together? 

Cats search for rats
Prowl around the space, as though you are 
a cat searching for rats. Leap away, when a 
rat startles you. 

Step with light, silent footsteps and look carefully from side to 
side, as you search for the rats. Crouch down low, ready to 
pounce. 

Are the children moving silently and with measured, light foot-
steps through the space, making their own pathway?
Can they respond imaginatively and creatively to the music and 
instructions? 

Rats and cats
 Divide the class into two groups. Half are 
the rats and half are the cats. Take it in turns 
to move around the space.

The children need to remember the actions that they have been 
practising for the rats and cats. They should try to be expres-
sive: cats need to be ready to arch their backs and hiss and rats 
should be ready to turn quickly, show their teeth and scare away 
the cats!

Are they able to hold their frozen poses, when the other group 
has a turn?
Can they move around at the same time as the rest of their 
group, using the whole space?

Cool down
Lie down and stretch, then curl up small. 
Imagine you are a rat, curled up fast asleep 
in a gentleman’s best Sunday hat!
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Programme

7
The rats are led away

Movement focus: 

Body: Using arms, legs and feet, 
head, hands, feet, fingers    

Action: Jumping, skipping, scurry-
ing, turning, stretching, stepping 

Dynamics: Contrasts in speed, 
stretching up high, crouching down 
low, moving moving quickly with 
sharp movements  

Space: Moving with control around 
the space.  Using different levels 
and exploring different ways of mak-
ing pathways

Relationships: Working alone, with 
a partner and in a group  

The rats leap into the river
Working independently, the children leap up high, as though they are 
the rats, leaping into the river. 

Cool down
Lie down and imagine that you are one of the townspeople, lying in 
your cosy bed. You can’t hear the rats anymore. Where have they 
all gone? 

Click on the download icon to go 
to the programme page, where the 

mp3 file can be downloaded

7: The rats are led away 
Programme summary:

Warm up
With your partner, move around the space in different ways, to show the fast-flowing River Weser.  

Be a rat with your partner
Moving around the space with your partner, show the rats exploring the market. 

The Mayor walks grandly
Move around the space proudly as though you are the Mayor.  

The Mayor and town councillors see the rats
The class divides in half. Half the class are the rats and the other half are the Mayor and town councillors. Each 
group takes it in turns to move around the space.

The Pied Piper plays his pipe
The children skip on their own around the space, as though they are the Pied Piper playing his pipe. 

The rats are under the Pied Piper’s spell
The children curl up, then uncurl slowly and stand up. They then walk forward as though they are under the Pied 
Piper’s spell. 

The rats follow
The teacher picks one person to be the Pied Piper. Divide the rest of the class into four groups. Each group 
follows the Piper in single file, until eventually everyone is skipping in a long line. 
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Content Guidance Evaluation
Warm up
With your partner, move around the space in 
different ways, to show the fast-flowing River 
Weser.  

Encourage the children to think about all the different ways they 
could move and what they could be. They could be the swirl-
ing leaves or branches of a tree, carried along in the current, or 
even the water of the River Weser itself. 

Can they make their own pathway with their partner?
Are they able to use different levels?
Can they move gracefully and show changes of direction? 

Be a rat with your partner
Moving around the space with your partner, 
show the rats exploring the market. 

Flutter your fingers to twitch your whiskers, sniff the air and bend 
your knees to jump up as high as you can with your partner.   

Are the children able to stay with their partners, as they move 
around the space?
Can they remember their actions from last time and clearly show 
the characters of the mischievous rats?

The Mayor walks grandly
Move around the space proudly as the 
Mayor.  

The children need to walk grandly around the space. They 
should walk slowly, and hold their head up high.

Can they step in time to the strong beat of the music?
Can they hold their bodies upright, with good posture, to show 
how important the Mayor is? 

The Mayor and councillors see the rats
The class divides in half. Half the class are 
the rats and the other half are the Mayor and 
town councillors. Each group takes it in turns 
to move around the space.

Help the children to remember the moves that they have been 
practising and put them together  into a dance sequence. They 
should be able to hold their frozen position when the other group 
is moving. 

Can the children remember and improve upon the moves that 
they were practising before?
Are they able to show contrasting movements - fast scurrying 
versus slow, measured steps, as they depict the characters of 
the rats and the Mayor and town councillors? 

The Pied Piper plays his pipe
The children skip on their own around the 
space, as though they are the Pied Piper 
playing his pipe. 

The children need to skip with light footsteps, lifting their legs up 
high. 

Can the children make their own pathways, using all the space 
and not following anyone else? Are they able to skip in time? 

The rats are under the Pied Piper’s spell 
The children curl up, then uncurl slowly and 
stand up, then walk forward as though they 
are under the Pied Piper’s spell. 

Encourage the children to uncurl and step forward as slowly as 
they can - they need to have wide eyes and serious faces, as 
though they are in a dream. 

Can they move smoothly and with control?
Are they able to respond appropriately to the slow,  dream-like 
music?  

The rats follow
The teacher picks one person to be the Pied 
Piper. Divide the rest of the class into four 
groups. Each group follows the Piper in sin-
gle file, until eventually everyone is skipping 
in a long line. 

The children need to make sure that they are skipping one 
behind the other. They should also skip at the same pace as 
everyone else in their group.  

Can the children stay together, as they make their long, skipping 
line through the space?
Are they able to keep up the same pace and maintain their en-
ergy until the music stops?

The rats leap into the river
Working independently, the children leap up 
high, as though they are the rats, leaping 
into the river. 

Encourage the children to stand in a space of their own. 
They should listen carefully to the build-up in the music before 
they leap.  

Can they leap with lots of energy, at the right moment in the 
music? Are they able to first bend their knees, then leap up re-
ally high?

Cool down
Lie down and imagine that you are one of 
the townspeople, lying in your cosy bed.  
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Programme

8
The children follow

Click on the download icon to go 
to the programme page, where the 

mp3 file can be downloaded

Movement focus:

Body: Moving with control around 
the space, using arms, legs, fingers, 
head 

Action: Jumping, hopping, skipping, 
throwing, turning, walking proudly, 
scurrying, stretching up high and 
dipping down low

Dynamics: Slow and steady, quick 
and light footsteps, stepping in time

Space: Making a curvy pathway, 
stretching high, changing direction

Relationships: Working with a 
partner, a group and alone

The children see a beautiful garden
Moving around the space as the things the children see in the garden. 

Cool down
Lie down on the floor and think what the ending could be to the story. 

8: The children follow 
Programme summary:

Warm up with a partner
One child is the Pied Piper and the other is a rat, following him through the streets as he plays his pipe. 

The river swirls around the rats
Working with your partner, one person is the water of the river and the other is the rat struggling to swim. 

The townspeople celebrate
With your partner, do a spinning, celebration dance. 

The townspeople clear up
Working on your own, paint, sweep and clean away the mess made by the rats. 

The Mayor and town councillors walk around the town, while the townspeople clear up
The children divide into two groups - townspeople and Mayor / town councillors. They take it in turns to move on 
the spot and around the space.  

The children hear the Pied Piper’s music
Do your playing actions, then turn to walk towards the Pied Piper’s music. 

The children follow the Pied Piper
One person is the Pied Piper and the others join a skipping line one-by-one behind the Piper.

Rise up as the big hill
Working with a partner, stretch up high as you can as the big hill.  

A door in the hill opens
Working with a partner, using arms to show the door opening in the hill. 
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Content Guidance Evaluation
Warm up with a partner
One child is the Pied Piper and the other is 
a rat following him, through the streets of 
Hamelin, as he plays his pipe.

Encourage the children to remember how they moved last time - 
scurrying quickly for the rats and skipping with light footsteps for 
the Pied Piper. 

Can the children clearly show the different characters of the rat 
and the Pied Piper?
Are  they able to stay together with their partner, as they move 
through the space? 

The river swirls around the rats
Working with your partner, one person is the 
swirling water of the River Weser and the 
other is the rat, struggling to swim, then 
being swept away by the strong current.

The river people need to move in big circles around their part-
ners. Encourage the rat people to paddle their arms quickly and 
move their legs up and down on the spot, as they show the rats 
trying to swim in the water.

Can the river people use different levels - reaching up high, then 
dipping down low, as they circle their partners?

The townspeople celebrate
With your partner, do a spinning, celebration 
dance. 

Encourage the children to face their partners to start with and to 
hold hands. They need to listen carefully to the instructions, so 
that they know when to change direction.

Can the children spin one way, then change direction quickly 
together, to spin the other way? Are they able to skip with light 
footsteps and lots of energy?

The townspeople clear up
Working on your own, paint, sweep and 
clean away the mess that the rats have 
made.

Encourage the children to swish their brush up and down with 
big movements if they are painting, hammer in time if they are 
blocking up holes and lean forward to sweep with big arm move-
ments, when they clear away the mess.

Can they respond imaginatively and enthusiastically to the dif-
ferent tasks? 

The Mayor and town councillors walk 
around the town, while the townspeople 
clear up
The children divide into two groups: towns-
people and Mayor / councillors. They take 
it in turns to move on the spot and then 
around the space. 

Encourage the children to remember the movements that they 
have practised before.
They need to hold their poses really still, while the other group 
has a turn at moving. 

Can they work together in their big groups, to show the Mayor 
and townspeople going about their business?
Are they able to respond imaginatively to the music?
Can they have happy expressions on their faces?

The children hear the Pied Piper’s music 
Do your playing actions, then turn to walk  
towards the Pied Piper’s music.

Help the children to choose a playing action - eg they could be 
throwing a ball up in the air and catching it, or they might be 
skipping with a skipping rope.

Can the children move very slowly, in a controlled way, as 
though they are in a dream?
Are they able to respond appropriately to the soft, gentle music?

The children follow the Pied Piper
Pick one person to be the Pied Piper. The 
rest of the class divide into four groups. One 
by one, each group joins the skipping line 
following the Piper.

The children need to make sure they are skipping in single file 
and at the same time and pace as each other. They need to try 
to stay together in their long line. They should move with light 
footsteps and lift their legs up high to skip after the Pied Piper. 
Encourage the children to be ready for their turn, so that they 
can join the back of the line straight away. It will help if they are 
standing ready in a line with the rest of their group. 

Can the children work together as a whole class, as they skip 
through the space?
Are they able to keep up their skipping until the music ends, 
moving at a consistent pace?

Rise up as the big hill
Working with a partner, stretch up high as 
high as you can as the big hill. 

Encourage the children to face each other, hold hands with their 
partner and to stretch  up high, arms straight above their heads.

Can the children stretch up really high, arms outstretched?
Can they work cooperatively with their partner?
Are they able to hold their pose?
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A door in the hill opens: Working with a part-
ner, stretch out your arms, to show the door 
opening in the hill.

The children need to stretch out one arm by their side, swing it 
back, then step apart, as though they are the door opening.

Can the children continue to work cooperatively together? Are 
they able to respond imaginatively to the dramatic music, clearly 
showing the door open in the side of the hill?

The children see a beautiful garden: Work-
ing independently,  move around the space 
as the wonderful things that the children see 
in the garden.

Encourage the children to really think imaginatively about what 
could be in the garden – they could be one of the flowers open-
ing, a bee buzzing around, a bird, or even a flying horse!  They 
need to decide quickly, before the music begins.

Can the children showing the different things that they imagine 
in the garden? Are they able to explore a variety of movements, 
using different levels and different parts of the space?

Cool down
 Lie down on the floor and imagine what you 
think the ending could be to the story.
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